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	My Account
	Skateboards – Get everything you need to get rolling with Devaskation’s Skateboard Completes, Decks, Trucks, Wheels, Bearings, Grip Tape, and Hardware. Once you get all decked out with an awesome board, grab some safety gear and stay safe while you are nailing those tricks.
	Complete Skateboards – Whether you are just starting to skateboard, want to try something new, or just don’t have time to pick all your pieces, we have the Skateboard Complete for you!
	Cruisers – Hit the streets and ride in style, with the best cruisers around!
	Longboards
	Mini Cruisers



	Skateboard Decks
	Skateboard Decks 8.25 – 8.5
	Skateboard Decks 8.5 & Above



	Skateboard Wheels – Wheels are a very important piece of any skateboard setup. Don’t know where to start? Check out our article on How to Choose the Best Skateboard Wheels for you skateboarding style. Once you snag some awesome new wheels, grab a set of great skateboard bearings to go in them!
	Skateboard Parts
	Skateboard Bearings – You can’t roll without bearings and we have some awesome ones for you. Take care of all of your skateboard bearing needs and then go grab some skateboard wheels to put them in!
	Skateboard Trucks – Skateboard Trucks






	Roller Skates – Buy roller skates on sale at Devaskation.com. Quad skates are four-wheeled roller skates that have two wheels in the front, and two in the back. Quad roller skates traditionally feature a rubber break, or toe stop in the front that makes for an easy, quick stop. Quad roller skates are preferred to inline skates by some due to their large footprint, which increases stability and confidence for roller skaters of all levels, especially with kids. Paired with excellent ankle support, these traditional roller skates are coined as the “original roller skate”, and have remained popular for over a century. Quad roller skates (or “quads”) are preferred by both beginner and advanced roller skaters alike. They are a perfect choice for novices and children, as well as highly developed, skilled roller skaters. We carry all types of roller skates including: Artistic Jam Kids Outdoor Roller Derby Rhythm/Dance Speed Vegan Buying the right skate is a decision that we can help you with!  Don’t know where to start? Check out our What are Quad Skates article to learn all the basics. Our friendly staff is also available to answer any of your questions and can even offer discounts on skates that aren’t listed…
	Pre-Built Roller Skates
	Custom Roller Skates
	Kids Roller Skates



	Rollerblades and Inline Skates – “Rollerblading” or Inline Skating has been popular ever since the 1980s. The sport took off quickly when other countries discovered the sport making everyone revolutionize  the products into what we have today. Starting from ice, going to quads, and then to Inline, this sport has been on every type of skate out there. The biggest point for choosing a skate for inline skating is to have the lightest skate you can. Most skates today are made out of three different materials: Leather, Carbon Fiber, and/or Fiber Glass. Along with the light material boots, the Frames, or Plates are also made out of the lightest metals possible ranging from Magnesium to Aircraft Aluminum. The most important part of an Inline Skate is the wheels, or else you will go nowhere. Skaters have different preference to wheels depending where and how they are skating. For indoor tracks skaters prefer the hardest wheels they can find in order to reduce the give that wheels get due to body weight canceling out slower speed. For outside wheels they want the hardest outdoor wheel because the same reason applies, the softer the wheel, the more give, causing slower speed. Take a look at our What are…
	Inline Street Skates – Street, Freeride, and recreational skates. I want to start skating again! That is the phrase we hear most at Devaskation. Many of the skaters that say this to us, are interested in inline skating and we have just what they (and you) need! Check out all of the awesome inline options below for freeride and recreational skating and if you’re thirsty for more, check out our Best Wheels for Inline Freeride and Recreational Skating article as well!
	Inline Fitness & Commuter Skates – There’s no doubt that inline skating is becoming more and more popular and we’re not surprised! We have an awesome selection of fitness and commuter inline skates here. These skates will be just what you need to skate for fun, commuting, or calorie burning. Want to know more? Check out our Best Wheels for Inline Fitness and Commuter Skating article!
	Inline Speed Skates – Looking for quad roller skates? You can check out our Speed Roller Skates here! Inline Speed Skating has been gaining popularity every year ever since it started. With inline speed skating surpassing quad speed skating, our top brands have put a lot of work into designing amazing quality inline speed skates so you’ll find a lot of great options here. Want to know even more? Check out our Best Wheels for Inline Speed Skating article here!
	Inline Roller Hockey Skates – Inline Roller Hockey Skates
	Kids Inline Skates – These skates are not just for kids but they are the most ideal for children. They are the skates that come in smaller sizes to provide kids with a better fitting skate so that they are comfortable in their skates on the track. The more fitting a boot is to a child’s foot, the more comfortable and stable they will be. Stabilty is very important because it helps kids with their confidence being able to stay upright on their skates and not fall. These skates are great for kids, but as stated above, they are NOT ONLY for kids so buy a pair for yourself and get out their with your kiddos.  Don’t forget to read our Kids Skates FAQ and our Parent’s Guide to Buying Skates for Kids for even more great information on what skates will work best for your kids.



	Ice Skates – Ice skates from speed to dance, to hockey. You’ll find what you need here! Get out on the ice and look good doing it.
	Hockey Skates
	Recreational Ice Skates – Love ice skating? Us too! Check out these great recreational ice skates and you’ll be hitting the ice in no time!
	Figure Skates – These ice skate will look amazing and keep you gliding on ice like there’s no tomorrow!
	Ice Skate Blades



	Kids Skates – Kids Skates – Quad and Inline
	Kids Quad Skates – These skates are not just for kids but they are the most ideal for children. They are the skates that come in smaller sizes to provide kids with a better fitting skate so that they are comfortable in their skates on the track. The more fitting a boot is to a child’s foot, the more comfortable and stable they will be. Stability is very important because it helps kids with their confidence being able to stay upright on their skates and not fall. These skates are great for kids, but as stated above, they are NOT ONLY for kids so buy a pair for yourself and get out their with your kiddos.  Don’t forget to read our Kids Skates FAQ and our Parent’s Guide to Buying Skates for Kids for even more great information on what skates will work best for your kids. 
	Kids Adjustable Skates – Kids Adjustable Skates
	Kids Inline Skates – These skates are not just for kids but they are the most ideal for children. They are the skates that come in smaller sizes to provide kids with a better fitting skate so that they are comfortable in their skates on the track. The more fitting a boot is to a child’s foot, the more comfortable and stable they will be. Stabilty is very important because it helps kids with their confidence being able to stay upright on their skates and not fall. These skates are great for kids, but as stated above, they are NOT ONLY for kids so buy a pair for yourself and get out their with your kiddos.  Don’t forget to read our Kids Skates FAQ and our Parent’s Guide to Buying Skates for Kids for even more great information on what skates will work best for your kids. 
	Kids Ice Skates – Kids Ice Skates



	Wheels – Your skates require wheels to roll, so it’s obvious that they are necessary. Do you know how to choose the right wheels? There are many factors that come into play when you are choosing the best wheels for your skates. Some important factors are hardness, size, width, and even your weight. We want to make sure you’re buying the best wheels for you and the surface you skate on and not just the popular wheels that you see on other skaters. Before you choose your skate wheels, please read our articles on How to Choose Indoor Roller Skate Wheels and How to Choose Outdoor Roller Skate Wheels.  If you’re skating in roller derby, you can view our Best Wheels for Derby Page and even vote on your favorite wheels for the year.  If you have any questions, please contact us! Need wheels for something else? Check out our Inline Wheels and Skateboard Wheels too!
	Indoor Quad Skate Wheels – When it comes to skating at your local skate rink or your bi-weekly Roller Derby practice, the need for indoor wheels is a must.  Having a wheel with the appropriate hardness for the different types of surfaces you will be skating on is key when it comes to being the best skater you can be.  Indoor wheels have a higher durometer rating, ranging from 88A to 101A and above.  The higher the rating, the harder the wheel.  The harder the wheel, the “faster”/slicker it will run.  If you use a designated outdoor wheel (78A-85A) indoors, you won’t get the full, ideal, skating experience.  The softer wheel will stick to that indoor surface making pushing those wheels more of a challenge.  Think skating in quicksand.  If you want to choose a suitable indoor wheel for all of your skating needs, take into consideration the surface in which you’ll be skating on (Cement? Wood? Painted Masonite? Polished Concrete? Sport Court? Etc.)  Each surface will provide you with a different experience.  The grippier/stickier surfaces (painted or plasticy) will require a faster wheel (i.e. 95A to 97/101A) to hit higher speeds and make those laps count.  The slicker floors (polished or waxed) will have you gliding all over…
	Outdoor Quad Skate Wheels – Outdoor Quad Roller Skate Wheels
	Skateboard Wheels – Wheels are a very important piece of any skateboard setup. Don’t know where to start? Check out our article on How to Choose the Best Skateboard Wheels for you skateboarding style. Once you snag some awesome new wheels, grab a set of great skateboard bearings to go in them!
	Inline Skate Wheels – Inline wheels are basically the same as quad wheels as far as what they are made of, hardness to surface, etc. The biggest difference is that inline wheels are about a third of the width and can be about twice as tall. The thinner wheel makes the push faster for skaters in the sport and the wheels being in a line helps the wheels go faster. The measuring is that same as other types of wheels too, the lower the durometered number the softer the wheel and the hgiher the number the harder the wheel. Remember though the lower the number, the more likely the wheel is best used outdoors. Check out our articles below for even more information on inline wheels! Best Wheels for Inline Fitness and Commuter Skating Best Wheels for Inline Freeride and Recreational Skating Best Wheels for Inline Speed Skating



	Accessories – In skating accessories you’ll find those things that everyone wants and needs. Everything from a colorful skate bag to different tools allowing you to customize your skates, to the parts you need to make your skates your own. Everything you could possibly want to change on your skates, it is possible.  Check out the awesomeness of skate accessories! Apparel – Who wouldn’t want to represent their favorite brand (or Skate Shop)? Bearing Maintenance – Take care of your roll. Skate Bags – You have a ton of gear, keep it together. Skate Laces – Be bright and strong. Tools – You can never have too many tools. Wheel Bags – Nobody likes hunting for wheels in their giant skate bag.
	Tools – From pulling bearings to changing wheels, all the tools you need are here at unbelievable prices! All tools are not created equal and these tools below are specifically designed to make changing out parts on your skates a breeze.
	Skate Bags – These skate bags are sure to fit all your gear in them, from wheels, to skates, to even your helmet, all in one bag, making it easier for you to travel with all your items without having to lug around extra bags.
	Roller Skate Bags – These skate bags are sure to fit all your gear in them, from wheels, to skates, to even your helmet, all in one bag, making it easier for you to travel with all your items without having to lug around extra bags.
	Inline Skate Bags – Okay, okay…technically, bags are not skate parts, you could totally put all your skate parts in them though! These awesome inline skate bags are sure to fit all your gear in them, from wheels, to skates, to even your helmet, all in one bag, making it easier for you to travel with all your items without having to lug around extra bags.
	Ice Skate Bags
	Wheel Bags – Nobody likes hunting for wheels in their giant skate bag. Grab an awesome wheel bag or 2 here and never have that problem again!
	Bearing Cleaners – Want those wheels to spin forever?  Clean’m up with our bearing cleaners. Don’t know what you need or how to use the awesome things you just added to your cart? Check out our How to Clean Bearings Article for everything you need to know.
	Protective Equipment
	Safety Gear Packages – We’ve made it easy to protect all of your limbs and then some!  Check our great packages below to ensure you get the protection your want and need.  Everything from kiddo coverage to the smashing, bruise covered Derby skater, is layed out below to help make protective gear shopping a breeze.  Pick your style, pick your need, but don’t pick your friend’s noses!! (LOL, we think we’re hilarious!!! But seriously, don’t that’s suuuuper gross.)
	Skate Pads and Safety Gear – While Skating you want to be the safest you can be. Below we offer the best in protective wear to keep yourself from getting injured while on eight wheels. We are offering the best from helmets, mouth guards, elbow pads, and knee pads. Brands ranging from Atom to 187 and Triple 8. The point of pads is to protect your body from injury, therefore these pads will do that for you at great prices. The best mouth guards are offered to protect you from concussions as are the helmets(both certified and duel certified). Great fitting elbow pads with thick padding and hard caps to keep your elbows from hitting the hard surface you are skating on. Knee pads with the best recommendations from Roller Derby Skaters are listed below and they will definitely protect your knees from damage. Take a look around and we will definitely find you the best fitting protective pads. Don’t forget to check out our Guide to Safety for Skaters article too!
	Skate Helmets – The most important part of the body is the brain. These helmets have different certifications ranging from single impact to dual certified/multi-impact. The most protective helmets are those that are Dual Certified and Multi-Impact helmets.  These dual impact helmets offer supreme protection when it comes to preventing concussions. While skating, you definetly want to wear a helmet because you never know when those 8 wheels will slip right out from under ya.  These helmets will ensure you get back up without damage!
	Mouth Guards – Nobody wants to lose teeth while having fun!!  A mouth guard is the easiest way to prevent that.  Mouth guards are getting thinner and thinner with today’s technology and the protection is increasing tremendously.  With safety always on the mind, the ease and functionality of a mouth guard has also gotten more athlete friendly. The thinner mouth guards are making it easier for our athletes to drink water and communicate.  Less material in the mouth means easier communication on the track, field, or court.  Easier communication means more of it, more of it means more success, more success equals winning.  Basically, new age mouth guard equals winning! (Insert side-eye smirk here.)
	Elbow Pads – These pads are meant to protect your elbows when you get tripped up, hit a crack, snag a rock, run into the corner of the hallway…  Whatever it may be, these pads will keep your elbows in one piece so you can get right back up and continue livin’ the dream..
	Safety Pads – Protect yourself with the right gear to help you skate long and hard, to the ends of the earth and back.  Having the right safety gear is key, and we have many perfect options for you to choose from.  From the list below, you can mix and match brands to customize your set up, or you can make things easy and get one of the super rad packages we’ve put together.  Whatever way you want to jam, block, ollie, or grind, we’ve got you covered.
	Knee Pads – Knees are very important in life as it is, keep them protected with knee pads while skating! Our pads range from thinner padding for flexabilty, to thick padding for maximum protection. It all depends on what skaters want/need. For Roller Derby most skaters want a thicker pad because they are falling more than others, but for a regular rink rat, nothing too thick is neccesary. Little protection is better than no protection at all! Slap on some knee pads so that when you take that accidental fall, you can hop right back up (without a skinned knee) and continue skating!






	Parts – Parts for skateboards, inline skates, and quad skates
	Quad Skate Parts – Skate parts are important because well, without them you would not have skates. Normally we do not think about what it takes to build a skate but there are quite a few bits and parts that go in to it. You have everything from the boots themselves, so that you have something to put your feet into, to the trucks you’ll need to put your wheels on. Today there are so many different companies with skate boots and plates to choose from in hundreds of choices when in in different colors, shapes, material, etc. Along with the plates you have trucks that also can come in multiple colors and materials. One of the most important parts of a skate are the wheels, so much so that we had to make it it’s own category! Out of every piece of a skate, there are more wheels than every other part of a skate out there – different sizes, hardness, colors, it just goes on and on. Between the boots and the wheels, you have all the little things it takes to make skates work such as toe stops, king pins, lock nuts, cushions, pivot cups, bearings, etc. Take a look below to see how you can…
	Plates – Plates are changing as time goes on. They all started off at a basic angle, same material, etc. Today however, everything is completely different. There are different angles, different materials, different styles, different trucks, different cushions, and so much more. Becoming popular are the 16 degree and 45 degree kingpin angled plates. The rise in popularity is because they help the skate’s turn radius, and the stability of skaters while on the track. The materials went from an original tool steel plate, which was very heavy, to aluminum, aircraft aluminum, and now in some places carbon fiber plates. They started with weights of a few pounds, and went to less than one pound put together. Take a look and see what kind of plate may suit you the best.
	Quad Skate Bearings – Bearings are what makes a skate wheel rotate. They can range from different number of ball bearings in them (usually 7-8). They range from 5 up to 9 ball bearings in the bearing. The most common ammount is 8 and that ammount tends to give the best roll that last the longest. They can be made of different materials too. Ceramic ball bearings tend to last longer then regular metal because they do not rust compared to the rest of the bearing materials out there. Others can be made from either titanium or steel. Each bearing has its advantages and disadvantages, they all tend to be very similar however. You can also check out our Guide to Roller Skate Bearings page and vote for your favorite!
	Our Favorite Bearings – Bearings are what makes a skate wheel rotate. They can range from different number of ball bearings in them (usually 7-8). They range from 5 up to 9 ball bearings in the bearing. The most common ammount is 8 and that ammount tends to give the best roll that last the longest. They can be made of different materials too. Ceramic ball bearings tend to last longer then regular metal because they do not rust compared to the rest of the bearing materials out there. Others can be made from either titanium or steel. Each bearing has its advantages and disadvantages, they all tend to be very similar however. You can also check out our Guide to Roller Skate Bearings page and vote for your favorite!
	Swiss Bearings – Swiss bearings do not necessarily have specific components that make them “Swiss”. However, you should expect a much higher quality bearing because in general Swiss bearings are created with better technology than standard bearings. Basically, the term “Swiss” is an issue of history and technology and not necessarily a bearing made in Switzerland, though some of them still are. The technology of a “Swiss” bearing has to do with the casing of the bearing, the inside race, and the outside shields. So, in other words, any bearing that has some or all of these technologies qualifies as a “Swiss” bearing. Read More Here!



	Toe Stops – Skate stops are important to people that use them. They can be a game changing factor in sports, and can help get you that plant you need in dance. It all depends on what skaters like. They can like plugs, or big stops it all depends on what you as an individual like and what you do. Stops vary in size and grip, and they can be effected by the surface you are on. Listed below we have the best stops on the market available to you! We also have some awesome info in the video below and our Toe Stop Showdown article so check them out!



	Inline Skate Parts – In need of replacement parts for your skates to keep them in top notch condition? Whether you need something as big as a boot or frame, or if you need something as small as a replacement axle, you’ve come to the right place. Get all the inline skate parts you need here!
	Inline Skate Boots – Today most inline skate boots are made of Carbon Fiber. This is because the lighter the skate the faster you can move your foot to get the most strides in making you go faster then everyone else. Carbon fiber boots are typically heat moldable to get them right against your foot that way skaters can have the most control while going at really high speeds. These boots are made of a Carbon Fiber shell, and soft liner for comfot. These boots are usually low cut to give maximum ankle movement for the skaters because the style of skating does require a lot of ankle movement in the stride.
	Inline Skate Bearings – Bearings are what makes a skate wheel rotate. They can range from different number of ball bearings in them (usually 7-8). They range from 5 up to 9 ball bearings in the bearing. The most common ammount is 8 and that ammount tends to give the best roll that last the longest. They can be made of different materials too. Ceramic ball bearings tend to last longer then regular metal because they do not rust compared to the rest of the bearing materials out there. Others can be made from either titanium or steel. Each bearing has its advantages and disadvantages, they all tend to be very similar however. You can also check out our Guide to Roller Skate Bearings page and vote for your favorite!
	Inline Skate Frames –   Check it out Atom Skates has teamed up with EO Racing!   Most frames today are made from either Carbon Fiber,  Lightweight Aluminum, or Polyurethane. Frames can range from different sizes going from 3 wheels to 5 five wheels. That is typically up to the skater, depending what size frame they prefer skating on. Most often the 3 and 4 wheel frames are the most popular because they offer the most stabilty, grip, and speed you need for races. The technology used in developing frames is changing very often so keep an eye out for the newest frame, because they will change your stride for the better!  
	Inline Skate Liners – Need to replace the liner in your awesome inline skates? You found the right place! Just pick your model and you’ll be all set. 



	Skateboard Parts
	Grip Tape
	Skateboard Trucks – Skateboard Trucks
	Skateboard Bearings – You can’t roll without bearings and we have some awesome ones for you. Take care of all of your skateboard bearing needs and then go grab some skateboard wheels to put them in!



	Ice Skate Parts – Already have awesome ice skates? Grab the parts and accessories you need here!
	Ice Skate Boots






	Clearance – Clearance Skates – On Sale with Limited Stock! We all love great skate gear so what’s better than getting that great gear at an awesome discount just because it’s not considered “new” anymore? This page is full of floor models, discontinued, and clearance skates, wheels, parts, and accessories. All of the items on this page are in new or like new condition. Many of our floor models still have packaging and the ones that do not will be packaged in a shipping box with care to ensure it gets to you in amazing condition. We do our best to put as much information as possible for each item so you know exactly what to expect and we are always willing to answer questions so let us know if you have any specific questions we haven’t already answered in the description.
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About Us
 DevaSkation is your online skate shop dedicated to offering the best skating gear at the best prices. Shop top brands of skateboards, roller skates, inlines or “rollerblades”, ice skates, bags, tools, safety gear, and accessories. We have a warehouse full of indoor and outdoor skates for men, women, and children. 
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Contact Us




4720 NW Gateway Ave
Riverside, MO 64150
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